Abstract. The newly developed approach on token-based payments introduces an integration of payments with current schemes for Identity Federations based on SAML. This new design utilizes an established federation infrastructure as well as its protocols. Only relevant mechanisms to support the payment on the federation infrastructure level are extended.
Introduction
The concept of Identity Federation is quite well known and understood in the academic [8] as well as in the business area [4] . Within such a federation, several service providers agree on accepting user authentication not at their systems, but on the user's home institution, e.g., the user's universtity or his/her telecom operator. This leads to a reduced efford regarding the administration of credentials on both the user's side (only one account at the idenity provider and not several at each service provider) and the service provider's side (only simple account management needed). Almost all of these federations focus on authentication and authorization 3 , an essential aspect is missing today: payment. Currently, payment is build on top of the federation structure using specific payment protocols, which means additional work and security concerns for the implementation itself. It is quite obvious that an implementation of payment solutions on the federation level would allow for an easy setup of business federations without considering payment solutions separately. Therefore, this work, partly developed in the SWIFT [7] project, focuses on the development of a payment scheme for identity federations without touching the federation structure itself to allow for an easy use of payment structures without the need of rebuilding the federation.
This means that the former high-level payment could now be done by using the federation language (SAML [2] , XACML [6]), its protocols (e.g., HTTP, SOAP) and its structure (service provider, identity provider, user), whereas the original federation concept should be kept unchanged as far as possible.
Related Work
Since the token-based payment approach builds on Identity Federations and the payment for electronic business, this section briefly introduces Identity Federations and discusses possible electronic payment mechanisms.
Many different Identity Federation approaches have been developed over the last years, like CAS, PERMIS, VOMS, all related to the Grid area, and Shibboleth [8] , Liberty Alliance [4] and Web Service Federation [5] from within the web community. The key concept of such an Identity Federation is the Single Sign-on (SSO) principle, which means that a user has to log in only once. To do so, the user's profile is stored at a component called Identity Provider (IdP). Whenever a user wants to access a service, he authenticates himself at his IdP and receives after a successfully login an assertion or a token that is used as an identifier inside this federation. If a user requests a service at a Service Provider (SP), he presents the token/assertion from the IdP to claim his identity. Since all IdPs and SPs in such a federation have a contractually established trust relationship, the SP can trust the token/assertion based on the IdP's signature. If the SP needs specific user attributes, he requests them directly from the user's IdP, which releases them based on the release policy the user has chosen. Afterwards, the SP evaluates submitted attributes to decide on the access.
In electronic commerce, three different schemes of handling electronic payments exist: the transmission of payment-related information, the transmission of exchange information, and the transmission of digital cash. Although the implementation of the two firstly mentioned approaches in a federation infrastructure would also show some improvement regarding the convenience of payment, our work applies the third scheme. The transmitted information can be used as cash within the federation. Early approaches like NetCash and Digital Cash [1] covered ideas that a piece of information may be interpreted and used like money. These ideas of digital cash determine the foundation for the payment-enabled Identity Federation.
The concept of the Identity Provider (IdP) does not have to be changed compared to its functions in usual SAML-based federations. It authenticates the user based on contracts as well as credentials and sends after a successfully login a token or assertion for further authentication to the consumer. It also sends attribute information for authorization purposes to the Service Provider.
The Service Provider (SP) has to be extended, because it needs the possibility to use additional hardware and software. Besides this, policy decision functions have to be changed in a way that a request for payment is sent to the user and upon the reception of a valid payment it has to be evaluated.
The Payment Provider (PP) determines the new component that enables the payment within an Identity Federation. It hosts the user's account, thus, it may become part of a banking institute, but it could also be integrated into the administrative structure of an IdP. The PP issues SAML Payment Assertions [3] for validating payment transactions and SAML Payment Tokens that are handled like cash within the federation.
Besides the contractual binding with his IdP, the Consumer needs additionally an account at a PP and possibly special hardware or software that has to be used for the token handling and other payment procedures.
The Payment Token can be considered to be like a banknote or a coin within the federation. It contains information about the identity of payer, payee and the PP as well as information on currency and the payment's amount. Also, related to security aspects, a lifetime, an identification number, and an issuer's signature are added. The token is issued by the PP on request of a consumer and send by the consumer to the SP for paying requested service access. The SP, in turn, can use the token for other business purposes. Due to the crucial nature of the token, a sufficient security level has to be achieved.
A scenario within such a payment-enabled identity federation can be split up into three different steps: the authentication, the authorization, and the payment. Since authentication and authorization are already established within usual federations, those processes are reused. When the authorization was successful, the SP sends a payment offer back to the consumer, who, in turn, contacts his PP requesting a payment token. After being authorized at the PP, the consumer receives his token, which he may now present to the SP. The SP checks the validity of the token, stores it for further purposes in his database, and allows the user to consume the resource protected.
Security Analysis
This chapter considers key security issues for the token-based payment scheme, since a high security level is required for productive uses of the new approach.
The Identity Provider cannot start any attack related to the payment, which has not been avoided by standard federation techniques, since the IdP has not been extended with respect to its functionality regarding a non-payment federation.
The Consumer shows the weakest piece of the chain in this concept, since he can copy the token and try to double-spend it. Therefore, two approaches can deal with this threat: Detect a misuse or prevent it. If only the detection of misuse is required, it provides for a sufficient security level to ensure that the token is signed correctly to identify the consumer, if he tampered with the token. If the SP wants to exchange the token into money, the PP is able to detect the double-spending. He will hand over the money to the SP, but will charge the consumer for this misbehavior. The prevention of misuse requires hardware-related security such as a Trusted Platform Module or Smart Cards. These systems are able to protect tokens and the application that is used for payment against any attacks from the user. It is an interesting research topic, which of both solutions may fit best.
The Payment Provider could try to issue invalid tokens or to refuse exchanging valid tokens. The PP's signature determines the protection against both attacks. If the PP issues an invalid token, this misbehavior will be detected due to its signature. And a valid token must be exchanged by the issuing PP, who can also be detected by its signature on the token.
The Service Provider can try to violate the contract. This attack is not specific to the approach of payment in a federation and would invoke penalties. But besides this, the SP can try to attack the infrastructure in the same way as a consumer may do. Thus, further research is needed here as well.
Eavesdropping and the man-in-the-middle attacks are not specific to the payment scenario and may be prevented by using common underlying security technologies, such as X.509 certificates in a trustful Public Key Infrastructure.
A hardware theft or data loss on consumer's side would be problematic, if the thief is able to pay with the stolen hardware or a data loss would lead to money loss. Basic security ideas like an additional check with a PIN and the revocation of amount reservation if a token is not presented for exchange at the PP within the stated lifetime can avoid that. If the hardware is stolen at SP's side, the thief is not able to reuse the tokens, since they contain information about the payee's identity. But the SP will lose its money because of theft or data loss, if he has no other proof about a transaction, because he cannot claim for exchanging the tokens.
Conclusions and Outlook
This paper describes the idea of integrating payment mechanisms into currently established SAML-based federations, which can be done by including the component of a Payment Provider into the federation architecture. Since only few changes in language, protocols, and infrastructure have to be made, this idea is a viable solution to resolve the lack of functionality detected in current identity federations. Apart from the normal payment usage in a federation without having the need to trust an add-on software solution, another important use-case for this approach is the possibility of using micro-payment within the academic Shibboleth-Federations (e.g., [10] , [9] ). This provides an incentive for many small commercial service providers to join such a federation.
Since the federation architecture and its infrastructure is already sketched above and designed, the three main topics of further work include the analysis of the exact information that has to be transmitted inside of the Payment Token, a security validation on a high level, and due to the business impact of the idea a cost and acceptance estimation. The analysis of exact information deals with the problem, which information is needed in the token to allow a secure payment process without violating privacy aspects. Security validation is very important within this approach, since a successful attack may lead directly to a loss of money. Regarding the business view, a cost and acceptance estimation should predict, whether the idea could be implemented in practice. Apart from those analytic steps, the approach will also be implemented within a prototype to prove its practicability as well as to take measurements in a validation scenario.
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